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Pencil Topper Cookie Sign- English

Supplies (per girl):
   �   One 8 1/2” x 5 1/2“ sheet of craft foam (adhesive 
           backed foam is nice if available) 
   �   One pencil 
   �   Sign template (included below)
   �   Colorful permanent markers
   �   Scissors
   �   Stapler 
   �  glue if foam or gems are not adhesive backed)
   �   (Optional) stickers or craft gems or other decorating
          supplies (1/4”D  gems, with or without adhesive backing)

Pencil Topper Cookie Signs 
Marketing made easy!

Girls will learn how important marketing is when they make these cute pencil topper 
signs that will help get the word out that it is “Cookie-Time” AND help “ask for the order”! 
 

Large and Small group variations  
This activity can be adjusted to work well 
with either large or small groups.  
For large group events, or to speed up this activity, be 
sure to use adhesive backed craft foam and embellish-
ments to eliminate the need for glue.  Precutting the 
sign shapes from the foam will also speed things up to 
turn it into a simple “5 minute”  large group activity.
For smaller groups or to engage girls for a longer period 
of time, allow girls to follow the instructions provided to 
the left, and to extend the activity even more, allow girls 
to make additional signs for family members.

Stop customers in their tracks with these mini cookie signs.  As easy to make as they are to carry, 
these marketing savvy signs will help you get the word out that Girl Scout Cookies are here!  Make 
extras for family members to use everywhere they go too, so customers will know where to order their 
favorite treats.  All you need is some craft foam, a pencil and markers, along with some creativity and 
your own special message!

Cookie Messages for Signs 
Suggest girls think of some of their own sign messages, 
and/or provide them with these ideas below:
* STOP me for Girl Scout Cookies
* It’s Girl Scout Cookie Time!
* Ask me about Girl Scout Cookies!
* Order your Girl Scout Cookies here!

   �   Provide each girl with a sheet of craft foam, a 
pencil, a template, a pair of scissors and a marker
   �   Invite girls to select the sign shape that they wish 
to make and ask them to cut that template out.
  �  Trace the template onto one half of the craft foam
  �  Fold the craft foam, with the back sides together 
and cut out the sign shape (cutting through both 
layers of craft foam at the same time so the 2 pieces 
match when assembled onto the pencil).
  �  To assemble, place the foam shapes back to back, 
and then place the eraser end of the pencil half way 
up between the two pieces.  Then either remove the 
adhesive backing and stick together, or glue together.  
Reinforce with a couple staples if needed.
  �  Write a cookie message with markers on both 
sides, and decorate with craft gems and stickers.

Instructions:   

A. B. C.
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Pencil Topper Cookie Signs (continued)


